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Ciaran, Gus and Laurence, protesters.

The doors we could not enter. Sorry about the 
photo quality - I was shaking too hard.

Photos by Annette Barclay 



Ciaran and unknown woman. Joanna (another protester) is on the right. 
We gave handouts to conference attendees and members of the public.

RSM - 28th April 2008 



Members of the protest. Gus Ryan’s back, plus protesters by the main door of the RSM.



Joy Rees with Gus Ryan. Gus Ryan 
organised this protest.

Elaine and unknown woman. The pavement outside the RSM with 
placards.



Ciaran, RSM rep and Joanna. Jo Parkinson from the RSM accepting letters on 
behalf of the Dean.



Ciaran, Jo Parkinson, Joanna. Jo Parkinson from the RSM accepting 
letters on behalf of the Dean.



Gus and Joy. Gus Ryan organised this protest.



PWME who could not be with 
us. Montage by Joy Bird.

Joy with photos of PWME



Protester with printed handout. This woman wants to 
remain anonymous.

Protester with placard.
Anonymous protester with her own placard.



Tom, Catherine and dog. Tom and Catherine.
The placard at the left was made by Joanna.



Joanna and Joan. Joan and her husband 
arrived at the start of the conference and gave 
out 120 leaflets!

Joy, Joanna, Catherine, Tom



RSM tea lady, trolley and assorted 
protesters

Afternoon tea and biscuits; very 
welcome hospitality from the RSM.



Protesters seated. We 
must be the least able 
group of protesters! 
Most of us could only 
stand for a short time.

Protesters. Sadly, not many of us 
could stand for long.

Members entrance shut, (until the very 
end that is....)



ME Patients Protest at 
the RSM, 28 April 2008.

Prof. CBT is 
sending out chairs 

and hot coffee, 
Ciaran.

Must 
have 

misjudged 
him.

Nice to 
have a little 
sit down.

Decent bloke, 
that Professor 

CBT.
Soon you vill all 

feel verree sleepy!
This coffee has a 
funny taste, love.

The coffee was 
spiked with 

massive doses 
of CBT & GET.

Treachery!

Sorry no biscuits. Let them eat Prozac. 
Sponsored by UnumProvident.

GET

CBT As the last protester fell 
unconscious, white ambulance 
vehicles arrived. Burly men 
burst from the building, 
equipped with wheelchairs 
and strait-jackets.

Right. 
Let’s section the 

lot of them!

It was a cunning plot!

I’m getting 
double vision. 
Must be the 

CBT.

Sorry no biscuits. 
Let them eat Prozac. 

Sponsored by UnumProvident.

Prof. White is 
sending out chairs 
and and hot coffee, 

Ciaran.

Decent bloke, 
that Peter White.


